The following are available on Amazon and some are available to purchase at our centre

**Francisco Candido Xavier and Andre Luiz series**

- Between Heaven and Hell; Life in the spirit world
- And Life goes on
- In the Greater World
- Liberation
- Action and reaction
- In the realms of mediumship
- Missionaries of the light
- Sex and destiny
- The messengers
- Workers of the life eternal
- The Christian Agenda
- Green Light
- Money

**Francisco Candido Xavier and Emmanuel Series**

- Hail Christ
- Thought and life
- 50 years later
- Two thousand years ago
- Paul and Stephen
- Renunciation
- On the way to the light
- Money
- Courage

**Francisco Candido Xavier and Waldo Vieira**

- Among brothers of other lands
- Disobsession
- The world of spirit

**Francisco Candido Xavier and Herculano Pires**

- Spiritual Wisdom: Missives of Hope

**Leon Denis series**

- Life and destiny
- After Death
Divaldo Franco and Joanna de Angelis series

- Family constellation
- The Spiritist view on Indigo Children
- Understanding spiritual and mental health
- Self Discovery; An inner Search
- Life
- Open Your Heart and Find happiness
- Times of Health and Conscientiousness
- Plenitude

Divaldo Franco and Manoel Philomeno de Miranda

- Obsession

Yvonne A Pereira series

- Memoires of a suicide
- On the canvas of the infinite

Allan Kardec series

- Gospel according to Spiritism
- Spirits book
- Mediums book
- Genesis
- Heaven and hell

Spiritist texts about mediumship

- Mediumship; All you need to know. Richard Simonetti
- Talking to spirits in mediumistic meetings
- POEM – see our website for PDF
- In the Domains of Mediumship. Francisco Xavier
- Mediums Book. Allan Kardec

Other Spiritist texts

- A practical guide for the Spiritist; Handbook on personal conduct. Miguel Vives
- Fundamentals of Spiritism Jon Aizpurua
- The spiritual issue of animals Irvenia Prada
• Chico Xavier; Medium of the Century. Guy Lyon Playfair
• The Blue Island; Experiences of a new arrival beyond the veil. William T. Stead
• Our children are spirits Herminio Miranda
• Courage. Chico Xavier and various spirits
• Shadows lifted from death. Burbidge
• ABC’s of Obsession. Helena Craveiro Carvalho
• Love never forgets you. Andre Luiz Ruiz.
• The soul of matter. Marlene Nobre
• Spiritism and mental health – Emma Bragdon
• Reborn for love. Hernani Guimaraes Andrade
• Spiritual Help through healing. Marta Antunes de Moura

Spiritist texts on Kindle

• It all happened at a Spiritist centre
• Memoirs of Father Germaine